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The diamond industry is said to be cautious due to the United States' "slugg ish" consumer demand. Image credit: NDC
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Sales and activity within the g em market slig htly increased to close out 2023, according  to g lobal jewelry market analyst The
Rapaport Group and its RapNet Diamond Index.

In December, the index g rew by a reported 0.1 percent within the 1-carat categ ory of the index, which makes up the majority of
tracking ; for the year, the categ ory declined by 20.6 percent. Year-over-year diamond sales for the holiday season defined as
falling  between Nov. 24 and Dec. 24 decreased by 2 percent, sig naling  a waning  demand for the g ems during  the g ift-g iving  time
of year.

Waning interest
The diamond industry is said to be cautious due to the United States' "slug g ish" consumer demand.

Synthetic stones are said to be the leading  factor for the waning  interest and decreased sales in the world's larg est diamond-
consuming  market. While not outrig ht stated, skyrocketing  inflation could be why many American customers may not be able to
afford the real deal, leading  to decreases in the RapNet Diamond Index.

The RapNet Diamond Index (RAPI) for 1-carat diamonds rose 0.1% in December. The index for 0.30-carat
stones increased 1%, and the 0.50-carat RAPI climbed 2.2%. Prices for fancy shapes were stable or
declined.https://t.co/M3nYq3jif3 pic.twitter.com/4mj9Od8Vew

Rapaport (@Rapaport) January 2, 2024

In December, within the 0.3-carat and 0.5-carat seg ments, the index rose by 1 percent and 2.2 percent, respectively. For the year,
the categ ories fell by 4.3 percent and 25.9 percent.

Sale prices among  "fancy shapes" were said to either remain stable or are in decline as of last month, thoug h specifics were not
shared. Despite these underwhelming  results, the outcome is said to have been expected by experts and those within the g em
industry, falling  in line with projections for the period.
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China is also said to be continuing  its descent within the g lobal diamond market, occurring  mainly due to marriag e rates halving
since their peak in 2013 in the country (see story).

Looking  forward, experts within the industry predict diamond company De Beers will slash prices of roug h cuts to start 2024 in
an attempt to kickstart consumer interest and sales. Supply of roug h and polished g ems could be constrained for the
foreseeable future due to the G7 countries' restrictions on Russian exports, which beg an with the New Year; an expanded ban
will further complicate matters come March.
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